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In Neolithic sites in Okinawa islands, remains of large numbers of shells of Strombus latissimus 

and Conidae species are found. They were prepared for people from the Yayoi culture in Kyushu. 

They sailed to Okinawa to trade and get shells, which were made into bracelets of religious function 

for shamans in Kyushu. The shell trade lasted through the Yayoi and Kofun periods. In 2018, the 

project group selected 51 shells of 27 deposits in 16 sites in Okinawa in order to acquire radiocarbon 

dates. The dates covered the whole Yayoi period and most of the Kofun period. We added 16 

radiocarbon dates previously gathered from bones of Yayoi people, some found with Strombus and 

Conidae bracelets on their hands in Northern Kyushu. These bracelets must originally have been 

collected in sites from Okinawa. We compared 14C data from both areas – Okinawa, the shell 

production place and North Kyushu, the shell consumption area.

These 67 radiocarbon dates from shells and human bones were ordered chronologically and 

classified in 6 groups as follows. Group A date to the time before 501 cal BC, the starting period of 

shell trade, when Yayoi fishermen from Northwest Kyushu came down to Okinawa to get shells for 

their own. Group B date from 500 to 201 cal BC, when agricultural people in Northern Kyushu joined 

the shell trade and took the leading role by expanding consumption and making characteristic 

bracelets. In this context, Okinawa people started to make half-made shell bracelets in accordance. 

Group C date from 200 to 1 cal BC, when the amount of shell consumption reached a peak which 

caused a degradation in quality of Strombus. Group D covers the 200 years around between 100 cal 

BC and cal AD100, when shell consumption in Kyushu suddenly decreased and the shell trade rapidly 

found an end. Group E dates from cal AD301 to 500, when the area of main shell consumption moved 

from Kyushu to Yamato. On the other hand, the people of Tanegashima separately began to use 

Conidae for their ornaments during this period. At this time the situation and background of shell 

trade changed dramatically. Group F covers the time after cal AD501, but we have only one 

radiocarbon datum from this time up to now.

Neolithic shell trade was presented with concrete dates for the first time in this paper.
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